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Forgery may result
in penalties for UNF
By Mike Skoglund

UNF Athletic Director John
Ratliff announced that he has
accepted Bob Symons resigna
tion as UNF's track and cross
country coach.
Symons, who was recently
named District 25 Coach of the
Year, resigned after admitting
that he submitted a forged eligi
bility paper certifying the eligi
bility of two members of the
men's cross country team.

Out of 8,021 students:
40.5% are full-time
59.5% are part-time
The Female/Male Ratio is 3:2
96.2% are Florida Residents
1 in every 7 students is a minority

The team was stripped of the
district championship it won
two weeks ago, and the two men
weren't allowed to run in the
National Cross Country Cham
pionships with the other UNF
qualifiers.
National Association of In
tercollegiate Athletics (NAIA)
rules state that transfer students
from a four year school cannot
compete for 16 weeks unless

Bob Symons
they didn't participate in that
sport at their old school.
The two UNF runners ran
competitively for their old
schools but failed to sit out the
required 16 weeks.
A school in violation must
follow NAIA regulations be

fore finding out its punish
ment, according to UNF Ath
letic Director John Ratliff.
The school must first file a
report with the District Eligibil
ity Committee and the district
committee recommends sanc
tions to the National Eligibility
Committee. The committee
then reviews the districts find
ings and announces the official
sanctions against the school.
The whole process usually takes
six to eight weeks.
Ratliff said the teams will
coached by a part-time coach
for the remainder of their
seasons. He added that the
school hopes to have a perma
nent, full-time coach hired by
the beginning of the summer.
"I've received quite a few
calls already," said Ratliff. "We
expect to have numerous highly
qualified applicants."

Collegians speak out about military buildup
By Omar Rodriguez and BJ.
Hoeptner (CPS)

University of North Florida
students will soon have a
chance to participate and voice
their opinion about the Middle
East crisis.
D.A.R.T.S (Demonstrators
Advocating Returning Troops
Safely), a peace rally, protest
ing the military buildup in the
Middle East, will take place on
Dec. 3 at 3 p.m. on the Green.
According to Kevin Wig
gins, organizer of the rally, "the
main point we want to get
across is to keep the peace, that
way we save the soldiers from
both sides of the line."
Nationwide, a substantial
number of college students
ended two months of seeming
silence about the military
buildup in the Middle East by
joining—and helping to organ
ize—Oct. 20 protests in 16 dif
ferent cities.
The rallies were in part
organized by the Hampshire
College Gulf Crisis Action
Group, which sent facsimile
messages to campus peace
groups around the nation to
coach them to generate big
turnouts.
The anti-war marches drew
anywhere from 125 people in
Washington, D.C., to 5,000 in
New York City. Students also
rallied in Los Angeles, San
Francisco, Atlanta and Hous

ton, among other places.
Organizers said they were
pleased with the turnout and
hoped the efforts would get col
lege students and communities
involved in a "dialogue" about
the U.S. involvement in the
Middle East, said Erik Havlick,
one of the Hampshire students
who mounted the fax campaign.
Havlick started Hampshire
College Gulf Crisis Action
Group to help students at his
school get more information on
the conflict. He hopes that stu
dents at other schools will also
take a stand.
”I hope that any student
who’s involved in any sort of
social improvement” will fight
for a peaceful solution in the
Middle East, Havlick said.
U.S. forces were sent to Saudi
Arabia after Iraq invaded Ku
wait on Aug 2.
Many of the 250,000 soldiers
sent by President George Bush
are college students who are
helped to pay for school by join
ing the military reserves.
While national polls show
that 18-29 year-olds are the most
critical of any age group of the
U.S.'s handling of the situation,
there have been only isolated
protests on a few campuses.
The biggest anti-war turn
outs thus far have been at the
universities of Illinois-Cham

paign, California at Berkeley,
Minnesota and Colorado at
Boulder and George Mason
University.
There are some indications
that college students and ad
ministrators are becoming
more politically active.

Students at the universities
of Akron (Ohio), Denver, Ala
bama and Arizona, as well as
Kansas State, American and
Tufts universities held a "Free
Kuwait Day" on Sept. 24 to call
for Iraq's withdrawal from
Kuwait.

No acrophobia here!

Wiggins also mentioned
that there are plans for a peti
tion to be mailed to the Presi
dent, but that will depend on
how big is the turnout on Dec.
3. If you would like to get in
volved, contact Kevin Wiggins
at 646- 2750.

Photo by Diane Sifton

An ROTC cadet repels down the side of Bldg. 11 for a training exercise.
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Finally, a federal budget Scholars enhance
By Jaret Seiberg, Washington,
D.C. (CPS)

Congress approved a billion from this year's budget trying to prevent more students
budget Oct. 27 that will exempt and $492 billion over the next from defaulting on their loans.
In addition to education cuts,
both undergraduate and five years. The House passed it
graduate tuition benefits from 228-200. The Senate then fol students will face the same
federal income taxes, reform lowed suit, voting 54-45 for the higher alcohol, gasoline and
bipartisan travel prices that other citizens
the federal stu
compromise. will shoulder as part of the
dent loan pro
gram and in ”I don't think anyone
President compromise.
The budget raises the beer
Bush has said
crease the cost believes it is a perfect
of a six-pack of budget,”
that while he tax 16 cents a six-pack and the
—Jim Nelson
beer.
objects
to tax on wine 3 cents a 750 ml
parts of it, he bottle. The tax on spirits goes up
The
new
budget, which
will not veto 1 cent per proof of alcohol, which
means an 80 proof bottle of
seeks to trim the federal deficit the budget.
'I don't think anyone be vodka would cost 80 cents more.
by $500 billion during the next
Plane fares will increase 2
five years, is a mixture of tax lieves it is a perfect budget,"
said Jim Nelson, secretary of percent, gas 5 cents a gallon and
increases and spending cuts.
Most significantly for stu the American University Staff cigarettes 4 cents a pack.
Higher education programs
dents and colleges, the budget Council and a founding mem
said both undergraduate and ber of the Washington-based were cut as much as other fed
graduate students would no Integrated Response Against eral programs, said Terri Feri n d e ,
Education
longer have to pay taxes on Taxing
president
tuition benefits paid for them (IRATE). "This bill is
of
the
in return for campus work they the best we could ex "I certainly wouldn't
Ameri
pect out of this Con call it getting off
do.
can Asso
It will also try to reform gress and this White easy,"
college loan programs by not House."
—Terri Ferinde ciation of
Univer
giving students loan money . Students with em
sity Stu
until 30 days after classes be ployers who pay for
gin, and by dropping schools their classes will have some dents.
"I certainly wouldn't call it
with default rates over 35 per extra pocket change under the
cent from the guaranteed stu new budget. The bill contin getting off easy," Ferinde said.
ues the tax exemption for "Any cuts are going to effect
dent loan program.
Some observers also worry undergraduate students and education overall."
the budget will make it harder restores the exemption for
for colleges to solicit money graduate students.
from alumni by limiting the
The budget also hopes to
amounts wealthy taxpayers can cut $1.7 billion from federal
student loan programs during
claim as tax deductions.
In all, the budget cuts $40.1 the next five years, mostly by

RESERVE

OFFICERS'

UNF's student body
By Christopher Parrish

They are the best and the
brightest. They were the aca
demic elite in their high
schools and now they are
National Merit Scholar Final
ists.
This year UNF is spending
$75,000 to give full scholar
ships to seven students. This
program, used to raise the
caliber of students at UNF,
provides for room and board,
tuition, books, and free loan of
a personal computer. In addi
tion, the students can keep any
other money they may have in
the way of scholarships. As
one of these students, who
wishes not to be identified,
has found, one can make a
profit on the program. This
semester she will get to keep
$2,500. Others in the group
are also enhancing their bank
account along with their edu
cation.
The program helps the stu
dents, but does it help the uni
versity? The administration
says yes. President Herbert
states, "...it (the program) en
hances the quality of the stu

dent body...it sends a very
strong message to the com
munity and nation that UNF
is a very high quality academic
institution." Additionally, this
program helps to boost indi
cators that some say are the
hallmarks of a good school.
These students bring with
them SAT scores in an excess
of 1400 which helps the uni
versity average of 1070 (Fall
'90 figures.)
The administration has
also structured this program
to enhance the existing schol
arship system, not supplant it.
A good portion is collected
through fundraisers such as
the black-tie dinner held on
the green six weeks ago which
raised around $25,000. In this
way the scholarship can be of
fered without extra costs.
Is the cost worth it? Will
the university see a return on
its investment? Only time will
tell, but if the SAT figures con
tinue to climb and the national
reputation of UNF grows, this
program is likely to be pointed
at as one of the reasons why.

Finals begin
in 12 days

TRAINING

CORPS

YOUR UNCLE WANTS TO PAY FOR COLLEGE.
BUT ONLY IF YOU'RE GOOD ENOUGH.

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.

Army ROTC offers qualified students twoyear and three-year scholarships that pay
for tuition and required educational fees
and provide an allowance for textbooks
and supplies.
You’ll also receive up to a $1000 grant
each school year the scholarship is in
effect. So find out today if you qualify.

SEE:
CPT. GASKIN
PROFESSOR OF MILITARY
SCIENCE
BLDG. 11
ROTC DEPARTMENT
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rrs NOT REALLY OBSCENE!

President's
Report

YOU JUST HAVE TO BE
PART Of THE RIGHT CULTURE

CPS

TO APPRECIATE IT!

By Scott Rogers
SGA President
Dear Students,
I hope everybody is busy
preparing for finals and the
holiday break. These are some
of the issues that SGA has been
working on recently.
Publications Board
The administration has es
tablished a Publications Board
to oversee the operation of
the Spinnaker. The board will
oversee operating procedures,
editorial policies, and fund
ing issues. The first organiza
tional meeting was held on
Nov. 15 and the possibility of
SGA funding was discussed.
If you're interested in serving
on this board please contact
me at 646-2750.

Student United Way Drive
Thank you to all those who
contributed to the Student
United way drive. The drive
raised approximately $600 for
the United way of Northeast
Florida. I would like to thank
the following individuals for
their hard work and dedica
tion during the drive: Steve
Rider of Marriott Food Serv
ice, Doug Howell, of Univer
sity Housing, Everett Mal
colm, Student Affairs, and
Jerry Luciani, Student Gov
ernment.

Parking Committee
Currently the parking
committee is examining the

THE HELMS RECORD

parking problems and pos
sible solutions. The commit
tee is considering a decal price
increase, and will be holding
an open forum at the begin
ning of next semester (date
and time to be announced). If
you have any questions re
garding this committee,
please contact Dr. Roland
Buck at 646-2600.

New Student Regent
Congratulations to Mr.
Ross Wolf, a graduate student
at the University of Central
Florida who was appointed
Student Regent last month by
Gov. Martinez. Mr. Wolf will
serve as the student represen
tative on the thirteen member
Florida Board of Regents.
Florida Student Association/
Board of Regents Summit
The Florida Student Asso
ciation and the Board of re
gents will be having a summit
early next year to discuss such
non-tuition issues as minor
ity recruitment, academic
advising, and campus safety.
The summit will take place in
January, and Governor-elect
Chiles is expected to attend. I
will keep you posted on fur
ther details.
Have a safe holiday break
and please remember not to
drink and drive. Good luck
on finals, and I'll see ya next
year!!!

AS JESSE AS I WANT TO BE

Committee to review and
evaluate UNF food services
Food quality, customer serv
ice and competitive pricing are
three of the many issues being
reviewed on a regular basis by
UNF's Food Service Advisory
Committee, formed
two
months ago.
"We do know that pleasing
the wide variety of tastes exist
ing on campus is a difficult job,
so our committee role is to help
Marriott make the best deci
sions for the largest number of
users," explained Committee
Chair and Student Affairs Vice
President Roland E. Buck.
Committee members are
charged with communicating
with their constituencies and
making regular visits to eat in
the University's three food fa
cilities.
The group also is consulted
when price changes or other
major decisions are to be made

by Marriott or Auxiliary Serv
ices.
"The process taking place
could be likened to an ongoing
survey and evaluation," ex
plained Dr. Buck. "I've been
very pleased with the thorough
way members are fulfilling their
appointment to the committee
based on the number of good
suggestions and observations
they make on a regular basis.
It's obvious that they are doing
their homework and talking to
the people they represent."
The 11-member committee
includes active representation
from the four major campus
constituent groups. Represent
ing UPSA are its President Pam
Ritter and Penny Mikus of
Physical Facilities.

Looking out for the interests
of the faculty are: Dr. Simin

Vaghefi, Dr. Marcelle Lovett,
and Dr. Kunisi Venkatasubban.
Administrative and profes
sional association representa
tives included: Richard Crosby,
Connie Corker and Doreen
Daly.
Student representation on
the committee is provided by
SGA Comptroller Tim Zdrazil,
Vice President Buck, and Uni
versity Housing Director
Branan Woodham.
Ex-officio members are
Marriot Food Service Director
Steve Rider, Administration
and Planning Vice President
Curtis Bullock and Auxiliary
Services Director Ray Szaltis.
University
community
members are encouraged to
talk over their suggestions and
concerns with their respective
representatives or to write the
committee through Dr. Buck.

"Custom" textbooks clash with copyright
By Frank Moraga

Each semester students are
faced with the same old prob
lem of economics. Should they
spend $40-$50 for a textbookone that they probably won't
read entirely-or walk to the
nearest Kinko's Copy Center,
put their $12 down and buy a
copy of a custom anthology
their professor has compiled for
them and left behind the
counter?
While the economics may
be easy to calculate, the text
books' publishers are claiming
students who choose the
cheaper course may be break
ing the law.
In a lawsuit unfolding in
New York City, eight major text
publishers are asking the court
to make Kinko's, the seemingly
ubiquitous copy shop fixture
on about 300 campuses nation
wide, pay them unspecified
damages for republishing parts
of their books.
Lawyers finished their
opening arguments in the trial
in early October. Judge Con
stance Baker-Motley said she
would hand down the decision
this spring.
The result could alter or slow
the relatively new practice of
professors creating "custom"and often less expensive- text

books for their students to use
in class.
Publishers say they only
want what is coming to them,
which are royalty fees for the
copyrighted works of their
authors. They claim Kinko's
Service Corp, has violated the
1976 Copyright Act by printing
thousands of anthologies that
professors are using to supplement-or replace-textbooks.
The anthologies generally
include newspaper and jour
nal articles and textbook chap
ters. The publishers claim they
siphon hundreds and thou
sands of dollars from their $2
billion a year campus market.
Kinko's says it also is con
cerned about author's rights,
but claims further restricting
its anthology business would
rob students of inexpensive, upto-date classroom materials.
It could also cost Kinko's a
lot of money, although officials
won't say how much.
The New York-based Asso
ciation of American Publish
ers, which represents the eight
textbook companies in the case,
refused to comment because the
outcome is still pending, said
spokeswoman Judith Platt.
Kinko's officials however,
have plenty to say.

"The main value of Kinko's
is that we allow students access
to a wide variety of material,
including original and up-tothe-minute materials," ex
plained Corporate Communi
cations Director Adrianna Foss.
For example, students had
classroom readings about the
fall of the Berlin Wall just
months after it happened, she
said. Producing such updates
in traditional texts takes much
longer.
Students will have to wait if
the publishers win, she con
tended.
Under the "fair use" clause
of the copyright act, students
can copy material from text
books as long as it is for non
profit educational purposes.
Professors can copy materials
as long as no more than one
page is made for each student,
and a copyright notice is printed
on each copy. Students cannot
be charged more than the cost
of reproducing the material.
The publishers claim that the
fair use clause allows profes
sors to copy about 200 words,
but not the 15-to-30 pages that
often go into the custom an
thologies.
For that much excerpted
material, the publishers want

professors to get official permis
sion and to pay them royalty
fees that can range from two
cents to 10 cents a page.
Kinko's replies that it already
paid about $1 million a year in
royalty fees to publishers for the
10,000 to 15,00 copyright re
quests it processed at its Ven
tura headquarters in 1989.
In fact, each campus store
lost an average $30,00 to $50,000
in sales in 1989 by refusing
professors' anthology requests
that Kinko's employees judged
might violate copyright law
guidelines, Foss said.
Some professors agree a
Kinko's loss could affect cam
pus life.
"The consequences of this
crackdown is that the work of a
large number of authors is not
going to be available to the stu
dents," said John Woolley, a
University of California at Santa
Barbara political science profes
sor.
"By enforcing the copyright
rules, (publishers) won't see any
gain (in royalties), but will see a
reduction of students seeing that
authors work," he predicted.
The effort of seeking the
copyright permission has con
vinced many professors to aban
don anthologies for higher-

priced textbooks, said Alan
Dirrim, a history professor at
California State University, at
Northridge.
Kinko's tried to settle the
case in 1989, but was rebuffed
by the publishers, who include
McGraw-Hill Inc., Prentice
Hall, Harper and Row, Pen
guin books, Basic Books, John
Wiley and Sons, William Mor
row Co. and Richard D. Irwin.
Some of them are moving
toward offering Kinko's-like
custom publishing services of
their own.
This fall McGraw-Hill be
gan a' "custom textbook" that
lets professors order specific
chapters and supplementary
materials out of its accounting
courseware, noted Kenneth
Green of the Center for Schol
arly Technology at the Univer
sity of Southern California.
Kinko's also has a plan if it
loses the case.
"We have established an
agreement with a number of
publishers in advance so we
can speed things along," Foss
said. "Our primary goal is to
provide educational materials
to students, and we want to
work with the publishers be
cause they have the same ob
jective."
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The

Spinnaker
Would Like to Say

Thanks!
to

The College of Arts & Sciences
The Department of Communications
and Visual Arts
Scott Rogers and
Student Government
Association

Student Life Staff
Bonnie Attwater, Doug
Covey, David Crabtree
Thomas Fesenmeyer

President Adam W. Herbert
Dr. Roland Buck
Dr. Frank Gillooly
David Porter
Pat Allen & Robert K. Mayer
Bill Guthrie & Florida Sun Printing
Jonathon Bick
Irvin B. Cohen
Liz Flaisig
Leanna Freeman
Ann Freudenthal
Joe Grubbs

Jim Leano
Jamie Roney
Diane Sifton
Daphene Tomlin
Christopher Parrish
Mark Udry

Alison Wiseman
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Night of the Living Dead resurrected!
By Joe Bob Briggs, Drive-in Critic
of Grapevine, Texas

And Menahem said, "I made
I admit it, I was a scoffer.
I didn't believe they could that?"
And then they got to the
do it.
point of no return: they started
Me of little faith.
"Night of the Living Dead" casting the lead roles — in Pitts
— regarded by the drive-in burgh.
Pittsburgh, the city where it
going public of the world as the
greatest movie ever made — all started. 1967. George
was rewritten two years ago, Romero was an unknown di
rector of TV
and a remake
commercials.
was
an
One day he
nounced. Not
wrote a script
only did it have
called "Night
the blessing of
of the Flesh
George Rom
Eaters." He
ero, but George
hired
some
Romero was
amateur ac
gonna write and
tors.
He
produce
the
conned a crew
remake.
into working
Excuse me,
for him. He got
but this would
investors.
be like Mark
Seven months
Twain waking
later, the mod
up one morning
em horror film
and
saying
was bom. (The
"You know that
distributor re
Huck Finn thing
I did? I don't
titled it "Night
Joe Bob Briggs
like it anymore.
of the Living
I'm doing it
Dead.")
again."
One night, for no reason,
And so everybody went zombies rise up out of the earth
"George! No! Please! You're and start devouring the United
senile! Don't try it!"
States. Seven people are holed
But he did it He turned up in a Pennsylvania farm
over the direction to Tom Sav house, trying to decide which
ini, his special-effects makeup is worse — fighting the flesh
guy, the man who’s made a eating zombies or fighting each
whole career out of building other.
slimy pus-filled ghoul faces.
And zombies have never
We kept trying to talk him been the same since.
out of it "George, don't do it!
The "Zombie Stomp," the
We love the black-and-white! It herky-jerky movement of
won't work in color!"
Romero's drunken, stumbling
But he kept on.
zombies, has been adopted by
Menahem Golan, the Israeli zombies in every movie since
king of the ninja flick, an then. Brain-eating first became
nounced he was producing the a staple of the American zom
remake.
bie diet in this flick. And it was
"No! Menahem! Please! the first movie where the white
This will be a bigger turkey than guy wasn't the hero. Women
'Treasure of the Four Crowns'!" did the dear thinking. The black
And Menahem said, "What guy did the fighting and pro
is 'Treasure of the Four tecting. And the white males
Crowns'?"
just got in the way.
And we yelled back, '"Treas
In other words, it was also
ure of the Four Crowns' is a 3-D the first democratic zombie
Indiana Jones ripoff full of movie. In the fifties, all the
Spanish extras that you made heroes were Republicans, fight
in 1982!"
ing against Russian-type space

aliens that were trying to take
over our minds, and the women
all stood by their men. In
George Romero's movies, the
women have to knock the men
out of the way with a rifle butt
to get a good crack at the mostly
white, mostly male zombies.
(Actually, the zombies are pale
yellow in the remake, but I don't
think George is making an
Asian statement yet.)
In 1968 George had a hard
time getting anybody to release
"Night of the Living Dead," but
by 1970 it was already consid
ered the greatest horror film in

✓
✓
✓

Think Ahead! Math is a required course
Enroll for next semester, limited slots
Tutoring for as low as $10 per hour
If headache doesn't go, refunds available
PHONE 645-7017 FOR INFORMATION
COLLEGE MATH TUTORS

No breasts. Twenty-one
dead bodies. Exploding pickup.
Exploding supporting actors.
Neck-crunching. Zombie cor
ral. Zombie target practice.
Zombie bonfire. Eighteen gal
lons of blood. A 74 on the Vomit
Meter. Kung Fu. Zombie Fu.
Drive-in Academy Award
nominations for Patricia Tail
man, as Barbara, one of the
greatest screamers in moviedom, for slowly going crazy
with a shotgun in her hand,
and for saying "What's hap
pening?"; Tony Todd, as Ben,
for doing the impossible, sur

Photo Courtesy of Creators Syndicate

They’re dead, they’re hungry, and they’re nastier than ever in the new
improved version of "Night of the Living Dead"
history. Romero has made two
sequels, "Dawn of the Dead"
and "Day of the Dead," and
one of the original producers
has done an excellent comedy
version, "Return of the Living
Dead."
The original movie has
probably been seen by more
people, worldwide, than any
other horror flick except "Psy
cho."
And now they've done it
again.
They've not only done it

Is College Math Your Major
Headache?
Call CMT for free aspirin...

again. They've done it better.
This time, with professional
actors, with color, with special
effects, with zombies that outzombie the original zombies,
they've told the exact same
story, with about five minutes
of changes in the plot, just
enough to give it a great sur
prise at the end, and even
though you've seen it before,
and even though you know
what the zombies are gonna
do, and even though you know
what each of the people inside
the house is gonna do, it still
scares the bejabbers out of you

and satisfies the first rule of
drive-in moviemaking: Any
body can die at any moment.
I'm humiliated that I was
such a doubter.
I apologize to Mr. Savini and
Mr. Romero.
Wheel in the Academy
members from Palm Springs.
Hook up their IV's. Force 'em
to watch this.
Because, as Barbara says,
"They're us. We're them and
they're us."
Zombierama.

passing the original starring
performance of Duane Jones,
and for saying "this is hell on
earth"; Tom Towles, best
known as Otis in "Henry: Por
trait of a Serial Killer," as Coo
per, for stealing the TV, barri
cading himself in the cellar,
slapping his wife around, and
screaming "You bunch of
yoyos!"; and for Tom Savini,
the director, for perfectly pre
serving drive-in history.
Four stars. Joe Bob says
check it out.

Issues concerning students:

Renting
By Liz Flaisig

The Florida Department of
Agriculture and Consumer
Services (FDACS) recently put
out a pamphlet outlining rights
of tenants bound in a lease
agreement. Roughly 90% of
UNF'S students live off cam
pus in possible rental situ
ations. The remaining stu
dents live who live on campus
are bound by the University
Housing Residence Agree
ment. The following informa
tion is applicable to both situ
ations.
Before renting remember
that you should thoroughly
understand the lease agree
ment. Once you have agreed
to the terms in the lease there
is no law mandating a grace
period for cancellation.

A lease should be in written premises at the end of the rental
form. Oral form is acceptable, agreement the landlord has 30
but not advised. Under Florida days to refund the security
law, all notices to and from the deposit or send a certified let
landlord or the tenant must be ter imposing a claim and a
in writing. Before moving in a statement of imposition.
list should be made of dam
If a tenant fails to pay rent
aged areas and given to the the landlord must serve the
landlord. Make sure to keep a tenant with a written notice
copy of the list for yourself.
giving three days to pay the
If a security deposit is re rent or move.
quired, the landlord is under
Florida law does not allow
legal obligation to hold the the landlord to use self-help
money in a separate account or eviction. The landlord cannot
post a bond with the clerk of the legally shut off utilities (even
circuit court. If the landlord if it's in the landlord's name),
has more than five rental units change locks, or remove any
the tenants must know within of the tenants' personal prop
30 days how the money is being erty unless proper legal action
kept and what they should has already been taken.
expect to receive back.
For more information, call
Once the tenant vacates the 1-800-342-2176
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Editorial
Although the president has the power of com
mander in chief, the Constitution gives congress the
power to declare war.
The issue of who should have the power to plum
met the United States into war has long been debated.
But the recent Gulf situation calls for a definite deci
sion. Congress is a representative of the people in a
way that the president is not. Congress directly repre
sents us as individuals while the president represents
us as a nation.
If the United States is going to consider the possibil
ity of war, Congress, the representative of the people,
should have an equal part in the final decision.
Under the War Powers Resolution, passed in 1973
during the Vietnam conflict, the president is required
to consult "in every possible instance" with Congress
"before introducing United States Armed Forces into
hostilities or into situations where imminent involve
ment is hostilities is clearly indicated."
If this is a requirement of the president, why did 45
Congressional members file suit to keep President
Bush from military action without Congressional
approval?
Bush's switch to the offensive position instead of
the defensive one has made everyone nervous. Con
gress is worried because they don't want to be left out
of an important decision and the public is worried that
the president may be moving towards war too quickly.
No matter which side of the political see-saw you
sit on, there is cause for concern. But the main objec
tive here should not be who has the power, but who
shares the decision-making that will affect the entire
nation.
The president and Congress must work together to
decide what will be best for the United States. If they
continue this political power struggle it won't matter
if there is a war or not. An internal struggle would be
more deadly than anything Saddam Hussein could
pull out of his bag of tricks.
The Spinnaker saw many changes in 1990. We moved, changed
managing editors twice, got our own computer equipment, and
welcomed a new faculty adviser.
While the Berlin Wall was crumbling and Eastern Europe was
shedding its communist cloak, the campus had its share of stories.
Sawmill Slough continued to battle the loop road project, the state
Legislature cut the budget, a campus-wide smoking ban was
enacted, and Harmon Stadium opened (complete with lights).
The Spinnaker staff would like to thank everyone who contrib
uted to the news. If we left out your name on page 4, we’re
thanking you now. We look forward to hearing from you in 1991.
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no will take you for a Republican who needs to pay higher taxes!

ralph boring fashions

Editor's Mailbox
Separation is not a panacea for truth
Dear Editor:
Thank you for including the
insightful commentary on Bible
reading in public schools in
your Oct. 17 issue. Jonathan
Bick's article as well as the pic
ture-poll featured on the front
page regarding church and state
separation reveal a widely-held
consensus that religion and
government need to keep their
distance.
The consensus,
though accurate, tends to sug
gest that a very complex issue
can be settled by the mere repe
tition of the phrase, "we believe
in the separation of church and
state."
The dilemma becomes most
acute in settings such as a uni
versity where the pursuit of
truth is a given. While the
separation of church and state
as institutions keeps the two
from meddling in one another's
affairs and imposing pressures
from one system upon the other,
the absolute refusal to admit
the truths found in religion
leaves the university falsely
advertising "wholistic educa
tion" while offering only a
partial one. Neither the church

nor the university should en
dorse the compartmentalizing
of truth, wherever it is found,
and at the same time be pre
suming to develop wellrounded persons. Not even the
Founding Fathers would have
though this to be a good idea.
In the 20th Century, our
culture has become increasingly
pluralistic in its religious com
position, wanting to extend free
exercise of religion to every
shade of devotion. However,
as pluralism has been coupled
with the philosophical concept
of relativity, both state and
church have unconsciously
developed the idea that reli
gious beliefs are merely that,
"beliefs"— perhaps true for the
devout but untrue for the reli
gious. The possibility that many
religious beliefs are firmly
rooted in ontological reality and
historical truth seems to have
escaped some people. This
awarding of truth-status to
secular concepts while insist
ing that religion is myth has left
the culture at-large without a
basis for the values it knows it

needs.
As UNF observed its first
religious awareness week in
November, it was the hope of
its sponsors that the university
community would not give an
indulgent, saccharine nod "to
the religious people in our
midst," but rather ask many
questions and do much listen
ing for those cosmic, enduring
truths of which even religion
sometimes loses sight while
practicing its rituals. No one
wants to separate the legitimate
search for ultimate truth from
any institution that is entrusted
with the intergenerational
transmission of values and the
development of whole persons.
Religious institutions need
to stop expounding things as
being true simply on the basis
of, "it says so in the Bible," and
educational institutions need to
stop excluding things from the
possibility of being true simply
because they are written in a
religious book.
Sincerely,
Reverend Bill Stroup
Campus Ministry

Weighing the pros and cons of a football team
Last time, one of my es
teemed compatriots on the Spin
naker, criticized President Her
bert for not wanting a football
team at UNF (comment was made
in Skull Session of the Oct. 31
issue). Well, this is a free coun
try and everyone is allowed an
opinion so here's mine. I fully
support President Herbert's
position. Here's why:
Our baseball team is one of
the best in NAIA competition.
They also have an average SAT
score that is above the campus
wide average. Our other out
standing athletic programs are
likewise academically gifted.

Would a football team be the
same? Noway! Once a univer
sity embarks on football, the
institution is judged almost
entirely on the win-loss record
of the team. This causes pres
sure to win at all costs. This in
turn causes a good school (like
UNF) to recruit good football
players who can't spell their
own name (like that college to
the south).
"But what about the advan
tages?!?" screams the angry
mob. Well, let us look at those
advantages. 1)NCAA investi
gations every other year (what
fun!). 2)All the money it (foot

ball) would bring in would go
right back into the football
program. 3)The eventual pros
pect of an athletic dorm (truly
an icon to higher learning).
Tennessee can attest to the
advantages of having a football
team. Just six weeks agp, three
members of their team gangraped a female student. I'm
sure that she would agree that
football has enhanced her col
lege experience. Yes, there are
advantages, but why would
anyone want the bad side-ef
fects that will come with the
improvements?
Chris Parrish
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Commentary

Throw the bums out
Voters favor term limitations
for Congress, survey reveals
By Jonathan Bick

Close to three-fourths of Many people are upset with
Syndicated
columnist
people surveyed favored term the performance of the Con George F. Will addressed the
limits for Congress, according gress, but are generally satis question of representation in an
to a recent Wall Street Journal / fied when it comes to their article about California politics.
NBC News poll. Seventy-two specific representative. Thus, Will believes the large number
percent supported placing lim it was no surprise on Nov. 6 of ballot initiatives, such as the
its on the number of years an when there was no "clean term limit, to be a "...rejection of
elected official can serve in the sweep" of all incumbents. Why the core principle of represen
Legislature. The apparent aim this strange contradiction?
tative government: the people
of such limits is to remove in
Dr. John Plumlee, Associ do not decide issues; they de
cumbents from office. While ate Professor and Chairperson cide who shall decide." I agree
incumbents do have substan of the Department of Political with Will and believe the repre
tial advantages in elections, Science and Sociology, ex sentative of the people should
term limits will not correct the plained why career office-hold use elements of both the trustee
imbalance between incumbent ing has become more and more and delegate models of repre
and challenger.
common in the latter part of sentation. For instance, U.S.
Voter interest in term limits this century. "The people be Congressman Charles Bennett
has appeared in many
seems able to achieve this
areas across the nation and
balance. Bennett agrees
at all levels of government. "the people do not decide issues;
that defense cuts must be
In California, Proposition they decide who shall decide"
made for the health of
140 was voted in by refer
the nation. However, he
—George F. Will
endum last week. This
continues to fight for the
measure limits assembly
biggest slice of the re
members to six years in
maining defense spend
office and state senators to eight gan to see the benefits of their ing pie for his North Florida
years. In Colorado, voters legislator having seniority — constituents.
approved limits on members of power." This influence is used
The budget crisis is a prime
Congress from Colorado to by the legislator to provide example of conflicting represen
twelve years in office, and state services for his constituents. tational needs. I agree with Dr.
officials to eight years. Legal This is known as the delegate Plumlee that there is a national
scholars say this law is uncon model of representation, where consensus which feels the U.S.
stitutional and will be struck the people delegate a represen deficit should be reduced. There
down in federal court. Okla tative with the authority to act are two ways to do this: either
homa has also set limits on the in order to promote their inter cut spending and/or increase
terms of its state legislators. In ests. On the other hand, the taxes. The problem is that the
Jacksonville, a group called trustee model of representation people do not want to do either.
Citizens For A Two Term Limit holds that the constituents' Thus, when their legislators
Inc. announced a drive to col preferences and their interests find it hard to cut or tax, the
lect 15,000 signatures to place a are often quite different from people want to "throw the bums
term limit referendum on the their representitives' and that out!" Congress was merely re
local government ballot this their legislator should act in flecting the ambivalence of the
Spring.
the "national interest." Dr. public: "we don't want our
The pro-limit sentiment Plumlee points out that "it is a taxes to go up and we don't
seems to have grown out of a matter of what type of repre want our services cut." If
"Throw the bums out!" attitude. sentation we want."
(continued on page 8)

Before you
dissect ...
... reflect.
For more information
about humane
alternatives
to animal di
tion
in classroom
CALL TOLL-FREE
DISSECTION
HOTLINE
1-800-922-FROG

A student outreach project of the
Animal Legal Defense Fund

ACROSS

1
4
9
12
13
14
15
17

Soft food
Strip of leather
Encountered
Be ill
Expunge
Time gone by
Russian plain
Two-wheeled
carriage
19 Famed
21 Outfit
22 Deposits
24 Plunge
26 Plots of land
29 Stratum
• 31 Bow
33 Corded cloth
34 Symbol for
silver
35 Soak up

Dr. Ken Jennings and Andrew Farkas sign their books at the UNF Bookstore.
Jennings, a professor of Industrial Relations, wrote Balls & Strikes (available
through PRAEGER Press) which discusses the confrontations and
relationships between players and management in professional baseball.
Farkas, director of the library and professor of library science co-wrote with
Enrico Caruso, Jr. the anthology of Enrico Caruso, the opera singer. Enrico
Caruso is available through Amadeus Press.

COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

37 Small child
39 Compass point
40 Work at one s
trade
42 Emerge
victorious
44 Brief
46 Search for
48 Gratuity
50 Want
51 Goal
53 Brown, as bread
55 Gather
58 Talks
61 Everyone
62 Chairs
64 Soak, as flax
65 Tunisian ruler
66 Judgment
67 Period of time

DOWN

The
Weekly
Crossword
Puzzle

1
2
3
4
5

Dance step
River island
Sufficient
Clan
Cornered

6 Sun god
7 Cinder
8 Summit
9 Expert
10 The self
11 Male turkey
16 Puts forth
18 Penpoint
20 Noise
22 Strikes
23 King of birds
25 Vessel
27 Thick
28 Haste
30 Quarrel
32 Speck
36 Fruit seed
38 Taut
41 Annually
43 Insect egg
45 Hold back
47 One s relatives
49 Stations
52 Army meal
54 Part of church
55 Chatter: colloq.
56 Sudsy brew
57 Female ruff
59 New Zealand
parrot
60 Pigpen
63 Article
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Kaptains Log Starname "The Brother". In
total effect my mission is to cold fill up your
shopping cart full of the dopest sounds from
Motown to James Brown, so hold on tight with
all your might cause to the express lane is where
we go. Today boyz and girlz we are going to
take a look at the new album by Big Daddy Kane,
A Taste of Chocolate, the new album by Monie
Love, Down to Earth, the new album by NWA
Hundred Miles and Running, and we are going to
go to a section of the store called 12” of funk.
Five- This is certified dope. Save your lunch
money and get it.
Four- 2 snaps straight up in the air.
Three-Fight your peer pressure, but if you
have to have it borrow it.
Two- I wouldn't recommend it.
One- Who produced this, Lawrence Welk?
First stop, Big Daddy Kane's new album, A
Taste of Chocolate, I would have to say that this is
one of the better albums out by any rapper this XMas season. It gives you just about everything
that the industry has to offer lyrically and musicaly, although it lacks one thing; a track that just
grabs ya and makes you want to move. Unlike
his first major hit "Raw” (a certified dope jam), A
Taste of Chocolate lacks that one major groove.
Kane is accompanied on this album by the king
of smooth conversation Barry (Show Your Right)
White and Doolamite (Rudy Ray Moore) just to
name a few. This added addition to the album
makes it a must-have for your collection and for
that reason I give it a four and parental discretion
is advised.
Next stop is Monie Loves' new album Down
to Earth. I would definitely say that this album
has to be listened to more than once to appreciate
the style of rap that Monie is laying down. The
album is a must for every feminist because she is

definitely making a statement for every inde
pendent woman in the world. Once you get past
the first release, "Monie in the Middle," it takes
a while to start enjoying the rest, but after a few
listens you will be as hooked as I am. A few of my
favorite cuts to check out are "Are you Single"
and "Down to Earth," the title track. The Brother
gives the album a four and a chance after riding
and listening to it for a while.
Next stop: NWA's A Hundred Miles and
Running. WARNING: this is not a complete al
bum Only two songs are on this album, but they
both are slamming. This album picked right up
where the Bad Boys of Rap left oft. The title track
"A Hundred Miles and Running" has to be one
the best projects this group has done yet I would
really advise this album, but I also caution as
well. If you know about 2 Live Crew, NWA is
not much better when it comes to lyrical content
- so parents watch your child. The Brother gave
this album a five and a 100 miles of driving.
12 Inches of Funk Section. In this section of
the tour we take time out to look at the dopest 12"
on wax.
ABC's (Another Bad Creation) "leshia". This
is definitly a dope jam. It picks up with that
serious mental kind of music that makes the Bell
Biv Devoe sound and rides the wave of funky
nest slap into parties. This is a must to have. It
has all the tools to keep a party going all through
the night.
Dee Lite "The Grooves in the Heart". This is
also smoking. The group adds a bit of the sixties
flavor with a mix of hip hop. Bam, you have an
other funky hit. If you don't have it, get it.
Yo, it's time for The Brother to blaze. Remem
ber that this was brought to you live, not Millie
Vanillied. Peace,The Brother is Outta Here!!!!!!!!!!!
Congrats to DIAMONDS RAW AND UNCUT.

Two generations
at this graduation
Marsha Elmore and her daughter, Connie, will
both graduate on Dec. 14. Marsha is graduating
with a B.S. in Health Science; Connie with a B.A.
in Communications. They said, "We didn’t plan
to graduate together, it just worked out that way."

"Pain-free" budget, an impossible reality
The public is angry with being
(continued from page 7)
Congress acted in the national confronted with reality, after
interest and made the concerns the Reagan years, and their soof the constituents secondary called remedy is term limita
(trustee model) they would tions.
have been hated even more by
Therefore, we have the spec
the public. Congress ultimately tacle of a Congress trying to
weighed the national interest represent the will of the public
against the public interest and which is at odds with the inter
achieved a compromise, and est of the nation. Congress was
still the public was dissatisfied. caught between the people and
No matter what it did, Con a president who was demand
gress had no way to win.
ing a budget deal. All these
In broad terms, the compro factors resulted in the schizo
mise amounted to an increase phrenic frenzy of the last three
in taxes for the highest income months. Instead of taking re
wage earners, a slight decrease sponsibility, by paying more
for the upper middle class, taxes and/or accepting less
increased cost for some Medi services, the public has vented
care recipients, and various its anger and frustration at the
excise and luxury taxes. The most visible target—Congress.
president helped little, if at all,
Term limitation is seen as a
to get this compromise to- way to get back at Congress.
gether.
No one
Back
in
"Anything tinder three out of has said
January, he four eligible voters taking part what the
did
not in a major election is consid
newlywant to face ered shocking in other democ elected
the choice racies."
membetween
bers
of
—Flora Lewis
taxes
or
Con
program
gress
cuts. The president evaded his will do to solve the problems
historic responsibility of pre that frustrate the present Con
senting a workable budget to gress. Term limits will suppos
Congress, by dumping the job edly make the Congress more
solely into the hands of Con responsive to the people. Since
gress. The painstaking delib the public does not want to
erations of Congress were in take the measures needed for
full view on daily television. real budget reduction, a respon
The public wanted a pain-free sive Congress will again end
budget—no cuts, no taxes. But up nowhere.
this is the real world of the
Dr. Philip Twogpod, Assis
1990s, and they did not get it. tant Professor of Public Ad

ministration and Political Sci poor example. Flora Lewis,
ence, feels a term-limit is a solu columnist for the New York
tion that is trying to address Tinies, compared U.S. voter
deeper and more complex prob turn-out to that of other na
lems. Dr. Twogood admits that tions' elections, "Anything
the exceptional incumbent ad under three out of four eligible
vantage in an election is one of voters taking part in a major
these problems. An incumbent's election is considered shocking
ability to raise large amounts of in other democracies."
money, especially from Politi
The financing of campaigns
cal Action Com
is another
mittees, their
"The true problem is
big prob
name recogni people are more and more lem which
tion, their large disconnected from gov
affects in
staffs, and the ernment,"
cumbents.
franking privi -Professor PhilipTwogood Doctor
lege, all give the
Twogood
incumbent a powerful upper believes reform is needed but
hand. So powerful, in fact, that caution must be urged. When
many times they go unopposed. finance rules are changed this
The argument for term limits can have unpredictable effects
says voters lose interest, since on the political process. One
there is no competition. Dr. possibility is partial public fi
Twogood believes voter inter nancing of campaigns which
est can be regained in other would help newcomers to get a
ways. "The true problem is start. Dr. Twogood points out
people are more and more dis "The problem today is the
connected from government," money goes to foe people who
says Twogood. People need to
feel more a part of the political
process. Voter apathy must give
way to active participation.
By John W. Bracey
At least four gun shots were
Nothing could more clearly
fired outside of Building 14 on
demonstrate the apathy which
November 18 shortly after 1
pervades the American elector
a.m. No one was injured.
ate than foe major midterm elec
UNF police were respond
tion of last week. According to
ing to a call regarding a fight
NBC News only 36 percent of
near Bldg. 14, where the Al
registered voters voted on Nov.
pha Kappa Psi fraternity was
6. This is foe lowest participa
having a party.
tion in 50 years. For the country
When the police arrived,
which is supposed to be the
several people were running
model of democracy for the
to the parking lot.
world, we are setting a pretty

need it foe least."
I believe an independent
commission established to de
termine and enforce campaign
finance rules could be instru
mental in achieving much
needed reform. The commis
sion could be made up of an
equal number of representa
tives of foe two major parties.
This commission could be
given agency status similar to
foe Internal Revenue Service.
The emotional quick-fix of
term limitation, with its disre
gard for seniority and experi
ence, will have ramifications
beyond those intended. A
consideration of campaign fi
nance reform would be of far
greater value. More impor
tantly, term limitation as a
"remedy" for our political prob
lems would not be an issue if
foe public took foe time to find
out about candidates and
armed with this knowledge,
voted.

Frat party ends with a bang!
Witnesses say there was a
verbal altercation and that
one or two black males fired
several shots and then fled
the scene in a dark colored
Dodge or Ford.
The suspects are believed
to be students at Raines High
School. Police have yet to
make an arrest.
This incident marks the
third shooting at UNF since
1972.
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Have you seen this man? Kuwait update:

Is war inevitable?

By Liz Flaisig

White male

6 feet tall
35-40 years old
Skinny build
Full beard that
comes to a point

Light brown hair
with a reddish tint

Nature trail incident leads to manhunt
A female student had an
unpleasant experience while
jogging the Goldenrod trail
at UNF Nov. 12.
According to the police
department, she was running
on the nature trail and passed
a white male three different
times.

When she came around
the course again the suspect
stepped out of the bushes and
fell to the ground asking for
help. When the suspect fell to
the ground the student saw
that he had a hunting
knife;she then turned and
ran.

Another runner called the
police but the suspect was
not found
The suspect was last seen
wearing a black jacket and
bell bottom jeans.
The police have made no
arrests yet; they continue to
search for the suspect.

SCHOLARSHIPS,
FELLOWSHIPS,
GRANTS!
EDS SERVICES
BOX 3006
Boston

MA

Happy
New

American
Red Cross

Year!

The recent developments in
the Kuwait situation are forc
ing Americans to realize the
possibility of military force.
This weekend President
Bush said in defense of his
aggressive military threats,
"What we are confronting here
is a classic bully who thinks he
can kick sand in the face of the
world."
Classic bully or not, this is a
situation in which taking too
many chances could be fatal.
Senate Majority Leader George
Mitchell said that, "The Presi
dent is trying to prevent war by
threatening war." This may
sound good at first, but the
United States must be prepared
to follow through it need be.
This follow through would
involve military action. Secre
tary of Defense Dick Cheney
said, "We have that capability
as an option if it should be re
quired."
It is very questionable that
the American public would
support this military action.
There is already talk of another
Vietnam, and of war becoming
almost a certain reality.
Majority Leader Mitchell
assured the nation yesterday
that, "war is not inevitable."
This statement, made by a
government official whom
Americans look to for reassur
ance, contradicts all that has
been going on in the past weeks.
How can we feel that war is
not near when our president is
forming an alliance with Syria,
a nation linked to terrorism?
What should we think when
we have 380,000 troops in
Kuwait now, with more on the
way?
Especially disturbing is the
information Nightline pre
sented on the Army's Deploy
able Medical Systems Hospi

PLEASE

Last Issue
This will be the last issue of the
Spinnaker for this semester. The
first issue of the Spring semester
will come out on Jan. 16. Deadline
for submissions is Jan. 9. Have a
good break.

Spring 1990
publishing dates
& deadlines
publication
Jan. 16
Jan. 30
Feb. 13
Feb. 27
Mar. 13
April 10
April 24

BE KIND TO THE
ENV IRONMENT
RECYCLE YOUR
TEXTBOOKS

PUZZLE solution

deadline
Jan. 8
Jan.22
Feb. 6
Feb. 20
Mar. 6
April 3
April 17

The Spinnaker
4567 St. John’s Bluff Rd. S.
Jacksonville, Florida
32216-6699
904-646-2727

tals (DMSH). The immobile
hospital units have been in
crates for weeks, but are just
now being set up. The DMSH
units require about a month to
become fully operational.
This means that if a crisis
erupted today, we would not
be equipped to handle it. Dr.
Nancy Synderman, surgeon
and medical editor for Good
Morning America, reported
that even if we have the units
secured for operation we are
still in trouble. Inexperienced
surgeons, 40-year-old equip
ment, and shortage of basic
medical supplies such as
gowns, sutures, and staple guns
are a few of the related prob
lems.
In the event of a war, casual
ties are predicted as high as
5,000 soldiers a day. The DMSH
units could not even handle half
that number.
The latest reports from USA
Today indicate that this Thurs
day the United States will ask
the U.N. Security Council to
pass a resolution that would
allow the use of force if Iraq
doesn't leave Kuwait by Jan. 1.
This date, although not con
crete, has been reported by most
sources.
How can we be expected to
sit back and be confident that
war is not just around the cor
ner with all the information we
are receiving every day? If the
Bush administration expects the
public to have faith in the gov
ernment’s actions, the public
must be told what to expect.
National security is important,
but the American public has
the right to know what they are
up against. All we can hope for
is media persistence in report
ing as much current news as
possible so the public can be
ready for future events.

ALL COLLEGE
Open
10- 7
M-F

BOOK RACK
11292 Beach BLVD
corner
OF ST. Johns Bluff & BEACH
(904) 642-7532
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Evening celebration focuses on
women's contributions to arts
An evening celebration of
women's contributions to the
visual and performing arts will
be held at the University of
North Florida on Saturday,
December 1, from 7 p.m until
11 p.m in the Andrew Robin
son Student Life Center The
atre, Building 14.
The
Fourth
Annual
"Explorations...In Women's
Art" is a collaborative effort of
the UNF Women's Center, the
Jacksonville chapter of the
National Organization for
Women, the Women's Re
source Network (La Plume des
Femme). It is also supported
by the UNF Black History
Month committee through a
generous donation. The eve
ning will focus on women's
contributions to the arts
through poetry, dance, music,
drama and visual arts.
In addition to focusing on
local women's art, this years
production will promote World
AIDS Awareness Day. Since
women are the fastest growing
group of AIDS victims, the is
sue will be highlighted and
information will be available
to
those
attending
"Explorations...In Women's
Art." A $5 donation will be re
quested at the door. Half of all
proceeds will be donated to
University Hospital's services
for women with AIDS.
The event begins in the
Robinson Theatre with poetry
readings in an open forum by

local members of Kalliope
Writer's Collective. The Col
lective is dedicated to celebrat
ing women in the arts by pub
lishing their work and by pro
viding a forum for their ideas
and opinions.
Next on the program will be
a performance of the one-act
play, "Waking Up" by Franca
Rame and Dario Fo, two of
Italy's most popular and suc
cessful playwrights. The play
mirrors the frenetic day in the
life of a woman trying to bal
ance her job, her home, and her
family without losing her mind.
Humor and honest realism fig
ure strongly in this production.
Local director and actress
Tracey Gallagher directs
"Waking Up," and the cast in
cludes Simone Aden with an
appearance by Tal Lowe.
Following the play, Nancy
Levine and Lee Midyette will
perform some classic blues with
guitar and vocals. At the end of
this musical interlude students
of dancer/choreographer Iris
Shead will demonstrate Afri
can and jazz dance styles, ac
companied by the UNF percus
sion ensemble.
In the second half of the
program, modern dance and
jazz take center stage with The
Moving Company Dancers
from Fascinatin' Rhythm Stu
dio of Dance. The Company
will perform two dance num
bers under the direction of
dancer/choreographer

Photo courtesy of

Christina McDonald.
Back again this year to de
light her audiences is percus
sionist Charlotte Mabrey. Ms.
Mabrey is known for her
unique and experimental style
of performance art and music.
Her creativity adds an element
of surprise and delight for her
audiences. Ms. Mabrey will be
joined by UNF percussion stu
dent Lee Fegan.
Closing the performance art
portion of the program will be
a recitation of Sandy Cormier's
poem "The Rape of the Priest
ess." This will occur outside
the Main Theatre and will fea
ture sculptural art by Sarah
Crooks and recorded music by
the Jack Tamul Ensemble.
For those who missed the
premier of this poem at the
Relevant Art Wherever (RAW)
happening, this is your chance
to see it.
The evening will end with a
reception and a visual arts dis
play featuring women's art
from our grandmothers to our
daughters. These multi-dimen
sional works include quilts,
sculpture, photography and
painting.
Refreshments will be pro
vided and the steel drum band
"Caribbean Sounds" will en
tertain those in attendance.
"Explorations...In Women's
Art" is open to the public. For
more information, contact the
UNF Women's Center at (904)
646-2528.

International Student Association

Students from the International Student Association
paint the home of a Northside resident.

UNF students give a helping hand
Most students spent Satur
day, Oct. 26, studying in prepa
ration for up-coming mid
terms.
But for more than 15 Inter
national Students from UNF,
it was a matter of putting
brains and brawn together to
paint the home of 71-year-old
Jeffrey Jones.
Jones, a paraplegic, is one
of several thousand senior citi
zens, who live in substandard
housing and poverty on the
Northside of Jacksonville.

The students, participating
in the UNF International Stu
dent Association, volunteered
because they wanted to help
someone less fortunate than
themselves. "We wanted to give
something back to the commu
nity for the hospitality we've
received," said Marilyn Slack,
the organization's activity co
ordinator.
Jones is also trapped in his
home because he lacks a wheel
chair ramp and had to be manually lifted to the ground by sev

eral students, so he could see
the face-lift his home had just
been given.
"It's just wonderful and
beautiful. Thank you all for
being so nice to me," said
Jones.
The project is part of the
Intergenerational Chore Serv
ice Project that's organized by
Joan Turner at Lutheran So
cial Services.
If you have a group that
wishes to volunteer, call Joan
Turner at 632-0002

the 4th Annual

Explorations...
in
Women's
Art
‘an evening of performing and visual arts'

December 1,1990
7:00- 10:00 p.m.
$5 donation
University of North Florida
Andrew Robinson Student
Life Center Theatre
In honor of World AIDS Awareness Day, half
of all proceeds will be donated to University
Hospital services for women with AIDS.
For further information call: 646-2528
Sponsors: •UNF Women's Center • Jacksonville NOW
Women's Resource Network

Aunt Edith
Dear Aunt Edith,
I sit in the back of all my classes and I often notice people in
the front row continually nodding as the teacher is speaking. I
want to know if you can tell me what disease they suffer from and
how it can be cured.
Bewildered in the Back.
Dear BITB
These people suffer from a terrible disease know in the
medical world as "Brown Noseitis" The person suffering from
this disease does everything in their power to ensure a good
grade, even acting like the teacher is saying something of value.
Dear Aunt Edith,
Once again it is time for finals and I am faced with the
problem of having to find creative ways to stay up and study.
What can I do to stay awake?
In a Bind As Usual
Dear In A Bind
One would hope that you had already begun to study. After
all you have known about finals since the term began. But Aunt
Edith knows that many of you poor students are not mature
enough to not procrastinate so here are some hints on staying up:
1) There is the old stand by, coffee; drink cups upon cups of it. But
that has its drawbacks, namely bad stomach vibes after contin
ued use. 2) Any other form of caffeine such as sodas (Mountain
Dew, Dr. Pepper, and Coke are loaded), the infamous caffeine
pills and Jolt cola, the soda pop made especially for the college
student. 3) There is always the Chinese torture method of putting
toothpicks in your eyes to prop them open, but one must con
sider- are finals worth permanent mutation? 4) When you start
feeling sleepy — do calisthenics. It's supposed to get your blood
pumping. Take warning though, any exercise tends to put me to
sleep, so this idea may have the wrong effect on you. 5) Lastly,
do what I always did so many years ago when I was in school.
Pretend that these are not finals you are taking, but merely
quizzes, small parts of your overall grade. This not only relieves
you of any undue stress, but also allows for less studying time so
you can go to bed sooner.

GRADUATES!
Complete Resume Service
10% discount with this ad

733 - 5386
"Developing Business Leaders Since 1869"

THE
SOUTHWESTERN
COMPANY
Southeast Regional Office • 9432 Baymeadows Rd. • Suite 240 Jacksonville, Fl

Advertise in the Spinnaker!
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What’s Going On...
UNF now has a science
club. If you're interested in join
ing, contact Professor Vergenz
at 646-2565 or go by his office in
the Natural Sciences Depart
ment The officers for this se
mester are: President-Kevin
Huggins, Vice-President- LaTanya McNeal, Secretary-Nicole Harvill, and TreasurerKellie Bums.

read aloud in the Purchasing
Department, Bldg. 24, at 2:30
p.m. Dec. 13. Bidding forms
may be obtained from the Pur
chasing Department or by call
ing 646-2730, and requesting a
copy of UNF bid no. 91-14s.

UNF Fall Commencement
will be held Friday, Dec. 14 at
7:30 p.m. in the auditorium of
the Veterans Memorial Coli
Gideons International will seum. Approximately 509 stu
visit the campus on Nov. 29 to dents have applied to gradu
offer copies of the King James' ate. Dr. Charles B. Reed, chan
version of the New Testament cellor of the State University
with Psalms and Proverbs to System, will be the commence
any student who desires to own ment speaker.
a copy. No obligation, no fee.
A team of four Gideons will be
Representative Charles E.
stationed outside the Bookstore Bennett, D-Jacksonville, will be
from 11-12 p.m. and again from awarded an honorary degree
4-5 p.m.
at UNFs fall commencement.
UNF is currently accepting
original music compositions
for the Department of Music
Alma Mater Contest. The con
test is open to UNF faculty, staff,
students, and alumni. The
winning composition will be
come the university's official
anthem. Contest deadline is
March 1,1991. The winner will
receive $500 for lyrics and
music, or $250 for lyrics only.
All entries will become prop
erty of UNF. For more infor
mation contact Dr. Palmer at
646-2960.
UNF
Purchasing
Department will offer for pub
lic sale, an assortment of used
photographic enlarging equip
ment, under competitive sealed
bid, to be opened publicly and

There will be a Music at
Midday concert Monday,
Dec. 3 featuring Cynthia Val
entine,
soprano,
Arthur
Bloomer, harpsichord, Eric
Olsen,
oboe,
and
the
Classic Ensemble String Quar
tet. The show starts at 12:10
p.m. in the University Theater.
The UNF Concert Band will
perform on Friday, Dec. 4 with
Donald M. Zentz conducting.
The show starts at 8 p.m. in the
University Theater.

Survivors of Incest Anony
mous, a 12-step recovery pro
gram for women 18 and older
who have been sexually abused
by a family member or ex
tended family member, meets
at Nassau General Hospital

Wed. at 8 p.m. No dues or fees.
Call 261-0460 or 277-4901.
Lisa Spence from the De
partment of Natural Sciences
will lecture on "The Effects of
Oncogenes on Cell Growth,"
Nov. 28, noon, in Bldg. 2 room
2063. This is a brown bag lec
ture so bring your lunch and
enjoy.

Help Wanted
BEST FUNDRAISER On Cam
pus! Looking for fraternity,
sorority, student organization
that would like to earn $500 $1,000 for a one week on-cam
pus marketing project. Must be
organized and hardworking.
Call Lisa G. 1-800-592-2121.
GREAT HOLIDAY JOB
OPPORTUNITY
Going home for the Holidays?
Need a fun, part-time job? The
HONEY BAKED HAM CO. is
in search of seasonal help to fill
our sales and counter and pro
duction positions. We have
stores located in the following
markets: Jacksonville, Orlando,
Melbourne, Tampa, St. Pete,
Clearwater, Sarasota, Ft. Mey
ers, W. Palm Beach, Pompano
Bch, Ft. Lauderdale, Holly
wood, Miami; and other major
cities throughout the southeast.
Please check the white pages or
information for the store nearest
your home.

SCRIBES, MASOCHISTS,
egomaniacs, needed to fill the
pages of this monumental

FAST
FUNDRAISING
PROGRAM
$1,000 in just one week.
Earn up to $1,000 for your
campus organization. Plus a
chance at $5,000 more! This
program works! No investment
needed. Call 1-800-932-0528 Ext

Services
• TYPING BY MICHELLE •
Experienced APA Typist
Thesis, dissertations,
term papers, correspondence,
forms, newsletters.
Professional work guaranteed.
Word processing services with
storage capabilities. Beaches.
Call 246-0378

For Sale
• FOR SALE •
LADIES PROFESSIONAL
ATTIRE
Recent at home mom wants to

A $1 donation for members
and a $3 for non members.
For information and direc
tions call 646-2892 or 8296410.

Norman G Wood, a gradu
ate student of the College of
Education will lecture on the
"Bioaerodynamics of the Drag
onfly" on Dec. 5, at noon in
Bldg. 2, room 2063.
A Student Programming
Board sponsored movie
"What's Up Tigerlillie" will be
shown at the Boathouse Nov.
30 at 8 p.m.

Peace Rally, D.A.R.T.S:
Demonstrators Advocating the
Return of Troops Safely. If
you want to show your support
for the safe return of U.S. troops
from the Mideast, join in the
peace rally to be held Dec. 3 at 3
p.m. on the Green.

The Political Science
Society is a newly formed club;
for more information contact
Michael Simon of the Club Co
ordinating Committee at 6462525.
Ivy Reformation League,
UNFs literary magazine club
is looking for short stories,
poems, and essays. If inter
ested, contact Joe Grubbs 2415180.

Classified Advertisements
undertaking. Call 646-2727, or
stop by Bldg 14 Rm 2608 ask for
John Bracey or Nicole Lever.

The French Club is having
a Christmas party, Nov. 30,7:30
p.m., at 88 Cedar St., St.
Augustine. There will be
live French entertainment.

sell SIZE 6 Name Brand Suits,
Wool skirts, Blouses, Sweater
vests, & Accessories. Start or
add to your wardrobe at substandal savings! Call 246-8310.

♥

Personals ♥

Dear Anne’marie Park,
Life’s finest things are all too
few... That’s why, I guess, there’s
just one you!
From Phoenix

Bubba,
You’re the greatest. I just hope
things stay as wonderful as they
are now. Even more and more
kisses to come...
Betsy

Dear Sallah,
I miss you!! We need a girl’s
night out. Call me sometime,
and we’ll do lunch. By the way,
we need to clean our room!
Love, Lizzy
Classified ads are $5 for up to 30
words, $7 for up to 50 words.
Special discount rate for students
and faculty. Stop by the Spinna
ker office in building 3 / 2607. Ask
for Elizabeth.

Photo by Omar Rodriguez

Richard Eckler of Sawmill Slough distributes
information regarding the proposed research and
development park.

Woodward's hold lifted;
Sawmill Slough fights on
By John W. Bracey

The financial hold placed
on Sawmill Slough President
Michael Woodward's records
has been lifted.
But the University still in
tends to collect the money.
President Adam W. Herbert
said, "We continue to believe
that the taxpayers have a right
to recover appropriate costs as
sociated with our efforts to meet
information requests."
In a memo dated Nov. 19
from Leslie Mizell, UNF con
troller for finance and account
ing Woodward was informed,
"The charge of $1296.01 in
curred for administrative per
sonnel time and duplicating
charges has been removed from
your account; this has also
removed all holds against you."
It is important to note that nei
ther Woodward nor Sawmill
Slough ever requested dupli
cating.
Sawmill Slough continues
to fight the loop road project.
On Nov. 16, the Slough submit
ted a petition appealing the
permits necessary for building
the loop road to the St. John's
River Water Management Dis
trict. The petition alleges that
the purpose of the loop road
and eastern connector is to
benefit the private interest of

off-site developers. The loop
and eastern Connector are
designed to serve the research
park, and the research park
appears to be designed to bene
fit private interests rather than
students and faculty.
Woodward said, "Sawmill
Slough believes our suspicions
could be confirmed or dis
proved once we obtain access
to the documents. That the
administration is keeping us
from seeing the documents
suggests that there may be
something there to hide. Saw
mill Slough believes it is pos
sible that the administration is
trying to cover up what may
turn out to be a major scandal
regarding the Research and De
velopment park.
Since a public hearing in
April of 1989, the loop road has
been opposed by the Sierra
Club, the Fla. Wildlife Federa
tion, SGA, several Jacksonville
community members, and nu
merous students and faculty
members who complain that
the construction will damage
sensitive wetlands. Univer
sity administration believes the
loop road will address current
traffic problems and those to
be expected with the growth of
UNF.

Library Hours
during Break
Dec. 3 -12
Mon. - Thurs.
8 a.m. - 2 a.m.
Friday
8 a.m. - 6p.m.

Saturday
10 a.m. - 10 p.m.
Sunday
1 p.m. - 2 a.m.

Dec 14 - Jan. 6
Mon. - Fri.
8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Saturday/Sunday
Christmas & New Years
Closed
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Sports
Does the NFL
have the right?
By Joe Grubbs

The National Football Association, on Nov. 8, reneged on its
agreement to hold the 1993 Super Bowl game in Phoenix, Az.,
after the voters of the state failed to pass a referendum making the
Rev. Martin Luther King's birthday a state holiday. Since the
NFL's decision, teams from all major sports, on both the college
and professional levels, have made similar refusals, leveling a
boycott on Arizona. The dream lives on.
King represents the efforts of all brave souls connected with
the Civil Rights movement, who lifted the concept of equality for
all mankind from the page and waged war on hatred and bigotry.
Like all great men, regardless of race, King should enjoy a day of
recognition. In light of the centuries of obstacles he helped
overcome, one day is infinitesimal.
However, one question remains unanswered. Should the
NFL, a private organization, be allowed to break a previous
agreement and manipulate a state's plural sovereignty? The
election system provided King and other American leaders the
medium for achieving their goals. Yet, the NFL's challenge, via
financial pressure, undermines this system of majority rule. If the
NFL succeeds, the nation's political foundation becomes threat
ened by the power of private organizations and corporations.
The NFL retains all rights to protest its worthy cause. Lobby
ing the state legislature or launching a media ad campaign both
provide a powerful voice, while remaining in the confines of
ethical political action.
In Jan. 1991, the Arizona state legislature will have an oppor
tunity to rectify the situation. The NFL commissioner, Paul
Tagliabue, has said that if the day of recognition is made law, the
game will be held as scheduled. Such an action would certainly
debase any ethical questions. Until then, however, the nation's
balance of power remains in jeopardy.

Throughout this semester, the problem of student apathy has
been quite popular in the content of this newspaper. What voice,
if any, we've asked, does the UNF student body possess? The
Skull Session column, on numerous occasions, has intentionally
unleashed vehement attacks, all in an effort to rouse the reader
ship. Then, as if a bolt of lightning had descended upon my brain,
all quite by accident mind you, I found the university's soft spot:
appearance. That's right, some mindless doodlings on a photo
graph forced many decent folks into a tizzy.
I received more comments on that one photograph, Seymour
the columnist in the Spinnaker's last issue, than on all preceding
columns. This, I'm sure, suggests the driving force of our fair
university, the very physical and hopelessly material. In light of
this, before composing the above column, I asked myself several
questions. Shall I part my hair behind? Jsmy hair growing thin?
Fear not fair reader, I shall disturb the universe.

Needed:
Sports writers,

and columnists
for next semester.
If interested call
or stop by the
Spinnaker office.
646-2727
Bldg. 14 Room

Six victories in a rowno slowing soccer team
By John Aimone

The UNF Soccer Team trav
elled to Brevard on Nov. 10 to
face Brevard Community Col
lege. Brevard is the defending
national junior college champi
ons.
Despite facing some ques
tionable officiating, playing
short one man for much of the
game, and rough physical play
(some of which would be more
consistent to a football game),
UNF improved to a 6-0 record
with a 3-2 victory. Only ten
players made the trip for UNF.

Brevard scored first on a
controversial play. The scoring
player appeared to be well off
sides when receiving the ball
and therefore the goal would
have been nullified. The lines
man official saw otherwise to
the approval of the home
crowd.

UNF tied the game ten
minutes later when the Brevard
goalkeeper tripped up UNF
forward Mike Santamaria in the
penalty box. Masoode Fakhar
took the subsequent penalty
and drilled it to the upper right
comer of the goal. The score
remained 1-1 at the half.
Brevard continued its rough
play in the second half includ
ing a play in which a Brevard
defender appeared to take
down Jeff Braswell from behind
in the penalty box which would
have necessitated another pen
alty kick for UNF. The referee
ignored the take down and let
play continue. Moments later,
a Brevard defender grabbed
Santamaria by the shirt, in an
act of frustration, and tripped
him. The Brevard player re
ceived a red card and ejection
from the game. The ejection

evened the numbers on the
field, and seemed to inspire
UNFs play. UNF quickly took
advantage of the added mo
mentum and took the lead on a
goal by Fakhar with an assist
by Santamaria.
Brevard continued to press
the attack, and with the UNF
defense tiring, tied the game.
Both teams wasted several
opportunities in the next fif
teen minutes until Santamaria
took a pass at the top of the
penalty box, dribbled left of
the goalmouth past several
defenders and slammed home
the game winner.
UNF Coach Ray Bunch was
pleased with the hard fought
victory but said at times dur
ing the first half the team suf
fered from an uncharacteristic
lackadaisical play.

Fall wrap-up and spring preview
By Mike Skoglund

The end of the fall semester
not only brings final exams, but
also the start of the "real" sea
son for many of UNF athletic
teams. All the sports have
completed their fall seasons and
have started looking toward the
spring semester. Here is an
individual look at each team:
Baseball:
The Osprey's finished the
fall season with a 6-1 record,
the only blemish on their rec
ord was a loss to cross town
rival Jacksonville University.
In the fall the Ospreys dis
played the offense, defense and
pitching that could lead them
back to the World Series. Even
with the defense and hitting
coming around as it did, the
team was once again led by the
pitching staff. Osprey hurlers
had a microscopic Earned Run
Average of 1.15.
In the spring the Ospreys
will play a 58 game schedule
that includes games against Di
vision I opponents JU, Stetson,
and Miami. The season opens
up on February 6, at Board
walk and Baseball against Eckerd College.

Golf:
The UNF golf team played
in four tournaments in the fall,

finishing both second and third that led the men to a second
twice.
and the women to a third in the
The fall was highlighted by NAIA tournament last year.
a third place finish in the Flor
This season, the women's
ida State Intercollegiate in the team is ranked fifth with Dis
last tournament of the season. trict 25 rival Flagler College
In the tournament, the Ospreys ranked first. The men are
beat every NAIA opponent, ranked third, just three points
every NCAA Division II oppo behind top ranked Lander Colnent and beat five NCAA Divi lege.
sion I opponents.
The women's team will
The team is ranked second open up their 28 match season
in the NAIA preseason rank on January 25, at Florida Inter
ings, behind Texas Wesleyan a national. The men will also
team the Ospreys beat during play 28 matches starting Feb
the fall. During the fall the ruary 1, against Georgia Colteam averaged 296 strokes per lege.
round.
UNF is expected to play in Track \ Cross Country:
six tournaments in the fall start
The teams ended the fall sea
ing in early February. Follow son last week at the NAIA Cross
ing the regular season, they will Country National Champion
be playing in the District 25 ship.
Championship at Flagler and
The women's team won the
then the NAIA National Cham District 25 championship for the
pionship in Oklahoma Qty.
seventh straight year and fin
ished fourth at nationals. The
Tennis:
men took the district title for
The men's and women's the fifth consecutive year, but
tennis teams took an a new were forced to forfeit after an
look this fall. For the first time unfortunate event. (See Page 1)
since the program began the
The teams will be running
teams won't be coached by Leo in six races in the spring during
Vorwerk.
their indoor and outdoor sea
Interim coaches Marie Far sons. This will also be the
rar and Charlie Jenks look to Ospreys first season without
continue the Osprey's success Bob Symons as head coach.

Track Results
CROSS COUNTRY— NAIA District 25 Championship at University of Wisconsin—Parkside

Women's Team (5 K)

WESTERN STATE
ADAMS STATE
PACIFIC LUTHERAN
HILLSDALE
WISCONSIN-PARKSIDE
GEORGE FOX
WISCONSIN-EAU CLAIRE
UNF
EMPORIA STATE

Compiled by Mike Skoglund

58
70
100
138
180
260
279
307
318

UNF HNISHERS PLACE

TIME

Cormac O'Riordan
Arthur Moon
Mike Wacholz

98
185
250

26:42
27:27
28:05

Sylvia Sanchez
Denise Schank
Cher Patterson
Patty LaMoy
Nicole Morrison
Laura Lagemann
Kathryn Pettus

4
63
78
108
135
144
221

18:04
19:20
19:31
19:51
20:10
20:15
21:17

